Dave Starbuck’s

Revelation Tapes - AUDIO CD’s

Informative audio taped lectures on controversial subjects suppressed by the mainstream media
CD ROM E Book - The World Is An Idea - Researched, collated
and edited by Dave Starbuck. Apart from this unique and privately
published book not being available in any library or bookshop, this is
only the second time this esoteric teaching has been presented, to the
author's knowledge, in a coherent form in a western language. If you
have ever secretly wondered or even searched for the secret of life
and the meaning of existence and have been unsatisfied or disillusioned
with what many theologians teach, this book is for you, and could
change your attitude to the World and everything in it - your life may
never be the same again after reading this unique book. £5
2 Audio CD Set n Healing In The Home - Award-winning health
author and lecturer Phillip Day opens his home medicine cabinet and
offers very precise details about some amazing research. If you follow
the plethora of simple and inexpensive home health facts and tools for
longevity that really do work you will look great, feel better, worry less
& live longer. This really is a “Not To Be Missed” talk. 2 CDs £7
CD n Cancer: The Latest Breakthroughs - The remarkable Phillip
Day’s latest CD is a dynamic summary of the latest information detailing
what those with cancer can do for themselves and what we can all do
to prevent cancer. Recorded at the annual UK cancer convention, this
simple five-step program is designed to wreck the internal environment
cancer depends on to thrive and also boost nutrients and co-factors the
body requires to overcome it. Very highly recommended. £7
4 CD Set n Get Out Of Debt (Without Borrowing or Going
Bankrupt) - A very detailed & informative interview with Mary Croft,
writer of the infamous “How I Clobbered Every Bureaucratic Cash
Consficatory Agency Known To Man” - PLUS a computer PDF file
of her book to print. She describes in detail how to get your credit card,
loan and mortgage debt written off. PLUS an interview with John
Dempsey who is in control of a class action against the banks that
money is created illegally out of thin air. PLUS an interview with a UK
person who has successfully navigated the Mary Croft system and had
their debts written off. 4 CD’s £10
Audio CD n Escape the Cancer Mafia - In this latest Audio CD from
Elaine Hollingsworth you will learn exactly how to avoid cancer by
strengthening your immune system; you will discover eight cheap,
easily-available substances that decrease your cancer risk – one by up
to 77%; you will learn about simple things you can take to protect your
body from radiation. Exceptionally special detailed information. £7
CD n Alternative Remembrance: The War Justification
Industry - At a time where the West’s military industrial complex is
creating conflict and fear to propagate wars to enable them to steal
natural resources from the rest of the world, it is essential to seek the
truth behind the propaganda, and question what we are led to believe
from official sources. A stunning plethora of suppressed information. £7
CD Rom n Secret Reports: Mind Control, Psychological
Operations and Predictive Programming - Contains a plethora of
secret documents, secret reports and video clips that will astound you
about generally ignored programmes of Psychological Operations used
by governments to mould views, perceptions & identities of a target
population to fit to a required social, economic or political agenda. £7
CD n There Must Be An Easier Way - Learn the facts behind our
most debilitating illnesses, what the specialists say, and the simple
changes we can make for a happier, healthier life. Taken from Phillip
Day's ABC's of Disease Tour, dedicated to reporting contentious issues
and that may harm the public, and verified information that enables you
to make wise health decisions. Truly essential information. £7
CD n Stranger Than Fiction PART TWO: True Tales Of The
Supernatural - Another riveting collection of true supernatural stories
based on real encounters and information supplied by people from all
over the UK presented by one of the UK’s leading experts with over 30
years experience investigating folklore, witchcraft, magical healing and
the supernatural. Chilling stuff. £7
CD ROM n Germany ’s War - A clinical expose of many suppressed
historical facts that prove Germany did not start either of the World
Wars, nor did the Germans plan or carry out a Holocaust against
European Jews. Includes many video and audio clips as well as a
plethora of many very important documents including The Protocols of
Zion. The evidence is overwhelming. Truly jaw dropping. Note: This
multimedia CD ROM will only play on a computer. £7
2 CD Set n The Mozart Myth - Revealing details of the many
discrepancies in the official story, the suppression of evidence, the
connections to the Illuminati, the Jesuits and the Holy Roman Empire
and of course who did actually write his symphonies & the suppression

of any information about the many actual composers who supplied him
with his many works. Another great myth exposed. 2 CDs £7
Audio MP3 Disk n The Babylon Mystery School - A staggering &
mind blowing series of talks presented by the amazing Bill Cooper on the
occult history of the new world order shining the light of truth into the
dark corners of the followers of the mystery Babylon religion and those
who seek to enslave mankind. Over 30 hours of awesome info. £10
Note: check your equipment for compatibility with MP3 format.
CD n Qabalah: Satanist Aleister Crowley’s The Book Of The
Law - Satanist Aleister Crowley’s (1875-1947) life & thought are
inexorably linked with 'The Book of the Law' received by direct-voice
dictation in Cairo in 1904, after performing mystical rites in the King's
Chamber of the Great Pyramid of Cheops. This audio reading of the
book will delight, mystify and terrify and you’ll also realise why many
consider this now infamous man to be in league with the devil. £7
CD n Holy Hypocrisy - When you hear what the this rabbi has to say
about people who do not belong to his own race, you might understand
why these fanatics, have incurred the wrath of most civilised nations
throughout history. Starts of straight away on one of the most
controversial subjects ever discussed in this rare interview with Rabbi
Abe Finklestein that has almost been airbrushed from the records. £7
CD n Peak Oil & Climate Change: The Debate - A supposed
expert on the official mantra is totally ripped apart by substantiated
evidence by Ian Crane, an oilfield veteran who evidences that there is
no oil or gas shortage merely rampant profiteering and Peter Taylor, a
respected environmentalist, who evidences that the planet is in fact
actually cooling. Essential listening as efforts have been made to strike
this recording from the records. £7
CD n Government Assassin - A former US government assassin,
who holds the world record of killing with a single shot from over 7,000
yards, tells a most startling story of drug cartels, underground bases,
missing children, reptilians, UFO’s, shape shifting and much more.
Absolutely mind blowing. £7
2 CD Set n A Jewish Defector Warns About Zionism - This
historically Infamous 1961 speech by Benjamin Freedman has all but
been airbrushed from history. He knew what he was talking about as he
had been an insider at the highest levels of Jewish organisations &
Jewish machinations to gain power. His message to us, his warning to
the west, is now even more urgent then ever before. 2 CDs £7
CD n The Petrol Racket - Is there really a shortage of petrol to
justify the exorbitant price of this essential commodity? In this interview
with Ian Crane, who is familiar with many of our listeners and viewers,
he offers irrefutable evidence of corporate malpractice by the
petrochemical industry. A very factual expose. £7. Note: This is an
ideal companion to “Peak Oil: Myth Or Reality?” (DVD also listed).
CD n Is The European Union The New Soviet Union? - This is the
infamous Vladimir Bokovski’s historic speech at a public meeting at the
House of Commons on February 28th, 2002, in which he clearly
evidenced that the EU is modelled on the former Soviet Union. Many
startling revelations. £7
2 CD Set n World Affairs and the Occult - Terry Stokes, an expert
on World War Two and the Occult discusses Sir Francis Drake, Rudolph
Hess, WWII, MI6 Sting Operations, invasion of Poland, Churchill ,
Freemasonry, Rothschilds, the Iraq War, Cherie Blair and the Occult,
Dennis Wheatley, Aleister Crowley, Rockefeller foundation, Gordon
Brown, the Propaganda War, Versailles Treaty, Neville Chamberlain,
Tibet and China, Anthony Blunt, Center for Public Integrity, Osama Bin
Laden and much much more. 2 CDs £7
4 CD Set n Bombshells For All - A most disturbing exposure of the
monetary system, communism, brainwashing, press & book censorship,
education control, freemasonry, deliberately contrived wars, the hidden
agenda behind the ‘New World Order’ & much more. Set of 4 CD’s. £10
CD n Operation Bluebeam - An exposure of the top secret
psychological technique of making people believe things that they see
are real, but in actual fact aren’t really there. This and other staggering
information about HAARP, weather modification, hurricane Katrina, New
Orleas and FEMA camps, will come as a big shock to many people. £7
2 CD Set n The Wingmakers - To sum up this exclusive interview in
a few words would be sacrilege. Perhaps the most important message,
among many others, is connecting with one’s higher self to guide one in
the right direction through life’s odyssey. Definitely a not to be missed
mind expanding experience. 2 CD’s £7
3 CD Set n The Unseen We See - The amazing Clint Deyner giving a
plethora of startling disclosures including the hollow earth, aliens,
missing children, the shocking truth of what those in power are really up
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to, weird paranormal weather, ancient civilizations, artificial reality,
forbidden knowledge, hidden truths & 9/11. A vibrant presentation that
will keep you on the edge of your seat throughout. 3 CD’s £10
CD n Stranger Than Fiction: True Tales of The Supernatural A riveting collection of true supernatural stories based on real
encounters and information supplied by people all over Britain
presented by one of the UK’s leading experts in folklore, witchcraft,
magical healing and the supernatural. £7
2 CD Set n Take Back Your Power: Conquering Incurables
With Micro Currents - The very suppressed and infamous Bob Beck
was an inventor who pioneered blood electrification as a proven, rapid,
inexpensive and safe discovery for proven remissions of previously
incurable diseases. Also includes a PDF (computer file) copy of the now
almost totally suppressed book “Full Disclosure” - the truth about the
AIDS epidemic” by Dr. Gary Glum. Essential info. 2 CDs £7
CD n A German Soldiers Tale - A former Austrian convent girl, now
in her 80’s, who was recruited into the German army during World War
Two, talks about her experiences that any student of warfare should
hear. This makes compulsive listening and is a most informative point of
view from the German side of World War 2. Many startling facts. £7
CD n Future Visions and Hidden Realities - Time walking, Multi
dimensional beings, astral projection and financial meltdown are just a
few of the many topics covered by Clint Denyer in this startling talk. A
dynamic plethora of startling revelations that will truly amaze you. £7
CD n The Hidden Agenda Behind Secret Societies - A detailed
talk by expert Tony Gosling. When ex-freemasons reveal the
objectives, tactics and secrets of the lodge are we listening carefully
enough to their warnings? Also Includes a PDF (computer file) copy of
the 1798 book “Proofs Of A Conspiracy” which Tony considers to be
the best book ever written on this subject. Jaw dropping. £7
CD n The Hollow Earth - The amazing Clint Deyner goes into great
detail about the hollow earth and exposes the suppressed hidden truth
about crystal underground cities and so much more. Startling and mind
blowing disclosures that come fast and furious which will absolutely
astound you. Hold on to your seats. £7
2 CD Set n Forbidden Archaeology - A rare interview with Michael
Cremo, author of Forbidden Archaeology. Over the past two centuries
scientists have suppressed, ignored or conveniently forgotten bones &
artifacts showing humans existed millions of years ago. The evidence
challenges us to rethink our understanding of human origins. 2 CDs £7
2 CD Set n Government Gangsters - Did Tony Blair order or
sanction the London bombings? Draw your own conclusions after
hearing this disturbing & cutting edge report 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n Cancer: The Winnable War - Phillip Day’s remarkable
talk gives clear suppressed evidence that cancer is merely a deficiency
disease that can be prevented by using inexpensive nutritional
preventative treatments incl. vitamin B17. He evidences that cancer is
not contagious, not hereditary & not caused by smoking. Stunning,
clear well presented information that will change your life. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Subterranean Secrets - An insider, who had access to one of
the many tunnels scattered worldwide, blows the whistle on the many
underground cities & military bases etc. An astonishing level of detail
that will both amaze and astound you. £7
CD n J F Kennedy: The Real Killers - An eyewitness, who was
hiding in the room from where Lee Harvey Oswald is supposed to have
shot J F Kennedy in 1963 exposes the real killers and much more. £7
CD n MORE Hidden History of World War Two: The Truth
Behind The propaganda - After the resounding success of their first
CD “The Hidden History of World War Two” Chris Powiss and his
father David, a war veteran, have done what can only be described as
an excellent follow up and should be a must for anyone interested in
the real truth about the Second World War. Shocking revelations. £7
CD n Making Sickness Compulsory - This potential nightmare
under the innocuous title of “Codex Alimentarius” is coming Worldwide
on 31st December 2009. Ian Crane at his very best gives us the cold
hard facts. Vitamins and minerals cannot be sold for preventative or
therapeutic use after that date. Only “Big Pharma” will have the right to
produce and sell them and also dictate the price. Truly essential
information as this WILL affect everyone. £7
CD n Soul Exchange: Walk In’s - If you believe that the concept of
a soul can voluntarily vacate the physical body and allow it to be taken
over by another entity, even an alien or ET, is bordering on science
fiction, you might change your mind after hearing this exclusive
interview. Startling info. £7
CD n Banish Cancer - Infamous Australian cancer expert Elaine

Hollingsworth (“Doctors Are Dangerous”) unmasking the “TRUTH” about
Big Pharma, asbestos, aspartame, burnt food, polyunsaturated oils,
toxic dentistry, sodium fluoride, soy, sugar, refined carbohydrates,
vaccinations, toothpaste, passive smoking, cosmetics, household
cleaners, alcohol, aluminium, stress, excess weight, pollution, electro
stress, skin cancer cream & it’s side effects. Empowering. £7
2 CD Set n Tesla Technology - An extraordinary interview with
Mark DeMucha about the life and work of the brilliant scientist and
inventor Nikola Tesla whose inventions include the alternating current,
the induction motor and the Tesla coil. Tesla also developed the ability
to harness microwaves, created both neon and fluorescent lights & was
the first person to ever take an X-ray photo. Enthralling. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Black Projects In The UK - A plethora of revelations about
what is really going on in the many UK underground bases. Topics
include mind control, genetic engineering, alien hybrid babies, alien
races, guinea pig humans and missing children. Startling disclosures
from Barry King who was a security man at a UK underground base. £7
4 CD Set n The Secret - Has been passed down through the ages,
highly coveted, hidden, lost, stolen an bought for vast sums of money.
For the first time all the pieces of “The Secret” come together in an
incredible revelation that will be life transforming for all who experience
it, untapping power that is within you. Far more comprehensive than
the excellent DVD (also listed). Truly empowering. 4 CD’s £10
CD n Hidden History Of World War Two - The truth behind the
propaganda. A veteran of World War Two who was in front line
intelligence tells it as it is. You will never let a family member or anyone
you know ever join the army after hearing this remarkable talk from this
amazing brave man. £7
2 CD Set n Above Top Secret - James Casbolt, a former MI6 agent
gives an in depth exposition of the drugs trade and the ET connection.
One of the most informative disclosures about the real activities of
intelligence agencies. 2 CD’s £7
4 CD Set n The New World Order - This magnificent 1996 talk by Al
Fast Thunder, a native American Indian Chief, has all but been erased
from the records, because of the level of detail about the plans of the
New World Order & what they have in store for us. Chilling. 4 CD’s. £10
4 CD Set n More Bombshells for All - A Study in Treason - An
explosive follow-up to the hugely popular ‘Bombshells for All’. Topics
covered include treasonous activities of politicians and suppression of
the truth about who really controls governmental affairs, World War 2
and the hidden agenda. A real shock to the system. 4 CD’s. £10
CD n MORE Subterranean Secrets - Preston Nichols, an electronics
engineer and whistleblower reveals his experiences whilst working in an
underground UFO base under Long Island, New York. These include his
involvement in the Montauk Project, time travel and personal contact
with aliens and reptilians etc. Astounding information. £7
CD n The Two Greatest Swindles - Dr Matthias Rath lays bare the
nefarious activities of the Church and the drug traders during the
middle ages. Making striking comparisons with what is happening today
in the sickness industry. A powerful & outstanding expose. £7
2 CD Set n China Secret Society Warns Illuminati - China is
often said to be the sleeping dragon, that should be kept sleeping.
However the Illuminati should take heed of the stern warnings to curb
or halt their pernicious machinations in this stunning exposure by
Benjamin Fulford. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Mind Control - Exposing the strategy to manipulate your mind.
Learn the techniques of mind control perpetrated by the ruling classes
that the general public are not allowed to know. Discover the ultimate
goal of psychological warfare. Powerful & informative information. £7
CD n Deadlier Than The H Bomb - The terrifying truth about mobile
phones and microwaves. A real shocker. £7
2 CD Set n Trust Me I’m A Doctor - plus - Good Doctor Bad
Doctor - Find out why trusting doctors & pharmaceutical companies to
put your well-being above their profits can be seriously hazardous to
your health. Discover how mineral deficiency is directly related to many
of the diseases thought of as natural ageing of the body. 2 CD’s. £7
3 CD Set n Lucifer’s Leaders: The Illuminati Agenda - A very
rare recording by Myron Fagan about the activities of the Illuminati that
prevail to this very day. Indeed this is probably one of the most
comprehensive exposures of this sinister organisation available in the
spoken word. 3 CD’s. £10
2 CD Set n The Mystical Power Of Gold - How did this precious
metal become so historically significant, shaping the destiny of humanity
from the dawn of civilization? In this unusual presentation, two experts
reveal aspects of this precious metal that are generally unknown and
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may come as a surprise to the layman. 2 CD’s £7
CD n The Trial of Ian Huntley and Maxine Carr - What the jury
and general public were deliberately not told. £7
CD n Live Doctors Do Lie - Dr Joel Wallach, infamous for his older
presentation “Dead Doctors Don’t Lie” (also included in our range) gives
a new & fascinating talk on longevity, of which he is one of the world’s
best authorities & how people can & do live up to 160 years of age. £7
CD n Who Really Murdered Holly Wells & Jessica Chapman? A
most disturbing aspect of this tragic case which has been totally
suppressed by the mainstream media. £7
CD n Deadly Intelligence Disclosures - Former senior intelligence
insider Dean Warwick exposes many things, from missing children, to
how seven survivors of the Lockerbie disaster were allowed to die of
hypothermia. All this & much more. £7
CD n Subversion In Society with a Common Purpose - A former
naval officer exposes the machinations of a highly insidious, subversive
& little known movement, called Common Purpose that passes itself off
as a charity. Full of intrigue and amazing revelations. £7
2 CD Set n The Truth About MRSA and the Medical Mafia - Any
person who has even taken the Hippocratic oath should listen to this
highly explosive exposition by an expert in microbiology. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n The Pharmaceutical Racket - A devastating exposure
of medical fraud suppressed cancer cures & more. Shocking
substantiated information. 2 CDs £7
CD n The Norwegian Nightmare - This is a most comprehensive
report of the police state and the psychiatric mafia that has existed in
Norway for many years. Alarming information that we never hear
about. Note: Norway is known to be a New World Order test zone,
before they expand their insidious machinations everywhere else. £7
CD n The Windsors and Satanism - James Casbolt, a former MI6
agent spent 10 years investigating & researching the malpractices of his
and other government departments, right from the bottom to the very
top. His findings were to put it mildly, very disturbing and almost
unbelievably horrifying. £7
2 CD Set n The Cancer Racket - The story of two natural remedies
that have a proven track record in beating cancer & which at least 3
gov’ts have kept from the masses. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Dead Doctors Don't Lie This stunning recording of Dr Joel
Wallach BS, DVM, ND, Nobel prize Nominee has never been mentioned
in the UK media. possibly because he makes a very convincing case that
most illnesses and diseases are preventable and curable, and are simply
caused by vitamin or mineral deficiencies. £7
CD n The Deception Of Modern Money - Learn about the evils of
the “privately owned Federal Reserve & Bank of England” before you're
enslaved completely & permanently because of money ignorance. £7
2 CD Set n The Truth About What Happens When We Die - All
questions, doubts, fears and apprehensions regarding what actually
happens to us all are covered in this highly informative. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n The Medical Milking Machine - plus - What’s Up
Doc? - Dr. Joel Wallach (Dead Doctors Don’t Lie) brings us
up-to-the-minute information on things you won't hear from the medical
community. Our society is in a health crisis. He challenges us to take
control of our own health, to learn how to have quality of health and
longevity. Two inspiring and very informative presentations. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n Improve Your Memory in One Hour - A former
professional magician turned journalist explains how anybody can
remember just about anything they put their minds to much quicker
than they thought possible. 2 CD’s £7
CD n The Bilderbergers Exposed - A former BBC presenter, who is
also an authority on the Bilderbergers & other subversive movements,
gives an astonishing expose in this exclusive interview. £7
2 CD Set n The Hidden Power of Numbers - An expert on esoteric
wisdom & numerology explains how we can render their lives more
successful by harnessing the mystical power of numbers. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Robot Soldiers - A former mercenary blows the whistle on the
U.S. Government using cloned soldiers in the military. Startling info. £7
2 CD Set n Mega Bombshells for All - This is probably the most
sensational expose of the highly dangerous world crisis now engineered
by certain so called responsible leaders of nations. To some people the
contents of this 2 CD set could be disturbing or even alarming. £7
CD n Living Water - A revealing introduction to the pollutants in our
drinking water & their adverse effect on our health. £7
2 CD Set n Rudolph Hess - The Final Verdict - New perspectives
on the mystery surrounding Rudolph Hess. Thoroughly researched and
very well presented, it will change your view of history. 2 CD’s £7

2 CD Set n Historical Can of Worms - In another cutting edge
exposure, Dave Starbuck explains how Oliver Cromwell, William III and
Winston Churchill were the perpetrators of the three greatest disasters
in our history. He also explains, among many other things, why there is
likely to be perpetual war in the Middle East. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n Global Crisis - Final Warning - Several important
themes are currently converging to create a 'tipping point' beyond
which there will be no return including oil depletion, climate change, new
energy systems, resource collapse, financial meltdown and the UFO
cover-up. Connect the dots and see the bigger picture. 2 CD’s £7
CD n Windows Of The Soul - iridology the skill of determining a
person’s general behaviour, health etc. from the iris of ones eyes. One
of the world’s top authorities explains in layman’s terms it’s origins and
how it works. This is an absolute must for anyone even slightly
interested in esoteric matters. £7
2 CD Set n The Highway Code to Personal Success (Which
Cannot Fail) - This must not only by the fastest self-motivation and
improvement course on the market, but also one of the most
comprehensive which contains esoteric information that is not to be
found in similar courses. Set of 2 CD’s. £7
CD n Cocaine and the Vatican Connection - A former mercenary,
turned spiritual healer & adept in chi energy, explains how and why he
was paid £2,000 per week by the Vatican as a minder to an infamous
drug baron in South America. All this & much more. An amazing talk. £7
CD n Earth Defence Headquarters - Jailed whistleblower tells all
about friendly aliens, hostile aliens, galactic battles and a plethora of
other amazing revelations. £7
2 CD Set n Do We Survive Death - This cogent lecture will erode
your skepticism. Compulsive listening. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n Earth Changes - What is really happening to our planet?
Has it ever happened before? Will it ever happen again? This fascinating
interview with Mike Pettigrew could throw a different light on the history
of past civilisations & the current weather changes. 2 CD's. £7
CD n MORE Government Gangsters - Former MI5 agent turned
whistleblower David Shayler exposes the REAL enemies within our
midst. A powerful and shocking expose. £7
CD n Death of a Princess - A disturbing and revealing account of the
suspicious Circumstances - surrounding the death of Princess Diana. £7
2 CD Set n The Mystical Power Of Sound - An expose as to how
and why various sounds, from mantras to music, can be beneficial or
sometimes harmful to our well being. 2 CD's. £7
2 CD Set n Cayenne Pepper and Heart Attacks - This valuable
information could save the life of anyone with a heart attack. 2 CD’s £7
3 CD Set n Mistaken Astrology and the Planet Venus (An
Expose of Vedic Astrology) An enlightening explanation of how and
why Astrology has deliberately been debased by the establishment
when previously so much importance was based on it and indeed still is
by occult secret societies, religious groups etc. Incredible. 3 CD's. £10
CD n Naturopathic Food For Thought and High Frequency
Vibrational Therapy - The many benefits of high frequency electro
therapy and other machines, correct nutrition, colloidal silver, MSM, and
much more is explained in layman's terms on this informative talk. £7
2 CD Set n The Truth About UFO's and ET's - This talk will erode
your skepticism like nitric acid. 2 CD’s £7
2 CD Set n MSM (Methyl Sulphonyl Methane) - An expert
explains, in simple terms, how and why this valuable natural substance,
which is hardly mentioned by the pharmaceutical industry, is so
important in preventing and combating: arthritis, cancer, allergies,
diabetes and emphysema to mention but a few ailments. 2 CD’s £7
CD ROM n Naturopathic Encyclopedia - Over 5,200 pages of hard
hitting information on health & natural cures. Easy to find the section
you require with the user friendly index. You will be astounded with the
precise detailed info which allows you to take control of your own health
in a world where illness is becoming compulsory. A must have. £10
2 CD Set n CIA, Drugs, Stock Market Scams and the 9/11
Connection - Michael Ruppert, a former LAPD detective whom the CIA
twice tried to recruit, came across information that the CIA was trading
drugs in order to fund covert operations. He was subsequently forced
out of the LAPD after being shot at and threatened for speaking out
about CIA drug activity. A plethora of suppressed facts. 2 CD’s £7
CD n An Audience with Dave Starbuck - He’s interviewed
hundreds of fascinating and highly intelligent people who do not get a
voice in the mainstream media, but has never been interviewed himself
- UNTIL NOW. In this exclusive presentation, a radio personality holds
an in depth interview with the man behind Revelation Tapes, from how
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it all started to what the future holds and everything in between. £7
CD n Mercury Poisoning & Vaccination induced Afflictions
Mercury is a known neurotoxin, yet it is used in vaccinations and teeth
fillings. An authority on both serious health issues gives us the facts on
how these insidious deadly practices of the medical mafia can seriously
damage your health & the health of future generations. Crucial info.£7
CD n Natural World Disasters and the Insurance Racket - An
expert in financial systems and climate solutions explains how and why
climate changes, i.e. global warming will ultimately destroy the global
financial industry through insurance, banking and pensions. Also incl. in
this tape: “Did New York Orchestrate The Asian Tsunami”. £7
2 CD Set n NESARA - This is what the banks really don't want you to
know. Stunning information. 2 CD’s £7
CD n The Virginia Tech Shootings - Michael James, an expert on
Dunblane has been examining the Virginia Tech slaughter in great detail
with many astounding and siniser revelations on the connection
between both the tragedies. £7
CD n High Treason and International Finance - In this rare talk
made about 1959, the late A K Chesterton explains the criminal links
between high treason & international finance. Astounding. £7
CD n Murder By Injection - An interview with the infamous Eustace
Mullins, once labelled the most dangerous man in America, exposing the
elite’s deliberate plan to stealthily deteriorate the health of everyone,
by their insidious & deadly machinations. An awesome presentation. £7
CD n In the Name of God - In another cutting edge exposure, it is
revealed how some of the greatest tragedies that have befallen
mankind, and are effective to this very day, have been brought about
through certain religious beliefs. £7
CD n Brainwashing and Christianity - An expose on how people
are being brainwashed by subtle tecniques perpetrated by certain
religious organisations. This information is enough to put any practising
Christian off organised religion for ever. A damning expose. £7
CD n An Audience With Jimmy Walter-This man spent over four
million pounds of his own money producing the DVD: 911 Confronting
The Evidence (also advertised on this site). He was interviewed in
Amsterdam by the editor of Revelation Tapes about his life and work &
has quite a story to tell. £7
Book n My World War Two - Exposing how badly treated our troops
really are. This powerful book will completely alter the perceptions of
war of any responsible person. Written by a survivor of The Malta
siege, infantry invasions of Sicily, Italy, D-day and ferocious inland
battles. Startling information that would stop any sane person ever
joining the army. £25
CD n The Beast From Jekyll Island - A comprehensive expose of
the Federal Reserve scam and why most people are in debt. Trust us,
we're bankers, we wouldn't create money out of thin air - would we! £7
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